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Polyelectrolyte adsorption on an oppositely charged
spherical polyelectrolyte brush

Qianqian Cao* and Michael Bachmann*

Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations are performed to investigate the interaction and complex

formation of a spherical polyelectrolyte brush (SPB) consisting of uniformly distributed grafted

polyelectrolytes (GPE) and an oppositely charged linear polyelectrolyte (LPE). This system is considered as a

model for complexation of a polyelectrolyte and a soft nanoparticle. The effects of the LPE rigidity, length

of the GPE chains, grafting density and core radius on complexation behavior are addressed. Depending

on these parameters the GPE layer exhibits different structures, and acts on the LPE like a bare charged

sphere, brush or star-like polyelectrolyte. Unlike the charged-sphere case, where the LPE binds to the solid

body of the nanoparticle, the GPE arms can bind partly or completely to the LPE which in these cases is

less affected by the core surface. The rigidity of the LPE also influences the conformational behavior of

the brush layer. If the grafting density is small, the semiflexible LPE adopts a highly ordering solenoid

conformation on the surface of the highly charged sphere. The ordered arrangement is disrupted as the

GPE length increases. A higher ordering degree is also found for the semiflexible LPE at an intermediate

core radius and relatively low grafting density. If the amount of surface charges is fixed, short GPEs

suppress the complexation of the LPE with the SPB, compared to the cases of the long GPEs and bare

charged sphere. However, the complexation propensity increases for lower grafting densities. Its

dependence on the core radius is significantly different for flexible and semiflexible LPEs.
1 Introduction

Understanding the fundamental adsorption process and
conformational transition of polyelectrolytes at charged
surfaces is of great importance for a wide spectrum of biological
and nanotechnological applications.1,2 Polyelectrolytes are
polymer chains which consist of repeating monomer units
having electrolyte groups and exist ubiquitously in nature.
Prominent examples are DNA and RNA in biological systems. It
is well known that each nucleosome (the lowest-level complex
structure for chromatin) consists of 146 base pairs of
DNA wrapped around a histone octamer in 1.67 turns of a le-
handed superhelix. Revealing the underlying formation
mechanism of the nucleosome is crucial to understand the
hierarchical structure and dynamics of chromatin.3 Further-
more, the complexation of DNA with oppositely charged objects
in vitro seems to be a promising model system to investigate
fundamental mechanisms of the natural packing of DNA by
histone octamers. Examples include DNA compaction by
nanoparticles,4,5 proteins6 and dendrimers.7 The charge inver-
sion or overcharging usually occurs in the complexation process
of polyelectrolytes with oppositely charged nanoparticles.
Theoretically, the overcharging of histone octamers or
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nanoparticles wrapped by DNA is assumed to be caused by
repulsion of non-compensated charges on the outer DNA
surface.8

A large number of computational and analytical works on the
complexation of linear polyelectrolytes (LPE) with oppositely
charged nanoparticles have been performed.9–17 These works
have addressed various properties of the polyelectrolyte–nano-
particle complexes and effects of different parameters
(including temperature, salt concentration, surface charge
density and size of the particle, chain length, linear charge
density, and stiffness of the polyelectrolyte) on the conforma-
tional behavior of adsorbed polyelectrolytes. It was found that
the degree of overcharging rises with a decrease in the intrinsic
rigidity of the polyelectrolyte and an increase in the diameter of
the particle.12,14 For exible polyelectrolyte chains, the increase
of salt concentration favors charge inversion.11 Additionally, an
important problem of polyelectrolyte–particle complexation is
how to control the chain conformation by tuning the solution
properties and structural parameters of charged particles.
Histone proteins can compact a centimeter long DNA chain into
a cellular nucleus with the size of a few micrometers. Related
experimental and theoretical studies indicate that DNA exhibits
a highly ordered structure when it is in a condensed state under
proper physiological conditions. The ordered conformation of
DNA chain suffers serious damage (that is, the chain wraps
disorderly around the particle) when the chain becomes more
Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 5087–5098 | 5087
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exible. This effect can be simulated by elevating the salt
concentration.18 The investigations on simpler model systems
(referring to the interaction of polyelectrolytes with oppositely
charged spherical particles) reveal that by increasing the
intrinsic rigidity, the polyelectrolyte undergoes a transition
from a disordered conformation to an ordered solenoid
conformation.13 The adsorption amount and equilibrium
structure of the polyelectrolyte on the particle surface depend
on the competition among the chain intrinsic stiffness, elec-
trostatic repulsion between charged monomers and electro-
static attractive interaction between the monomers and the
particle.13,14,16,17 The adsorption reaches a balance under the
inuences of forcing the chain to straighten (chain rigidity and
electrostatic repulsion) and inducing its collapse (electrostatic
attraction). The surface curvature of the particle limits the
amount of adsorbed monomers of the polyelectrolyte:9 the
overcharging of the particle is enhanced with the increase of its
diameter up to a complete collapse of the chain.

In addition to the complexation of polyelectrolytes with
spherical objects, the interaction and aggregate formation of
polyelectrolytes with other oppositely charged objects, such as
cylinders,10,19 surfactants,20,21 dendrimers,7,22 and micelles23

have been investigated experimentally and theoretically. Poly-
electrolytes adsorbed onto oppositely charged bare and
impenetrable surfaces may be regarded as well-understood
systems. However, insufficient attention has been paid to
understand the complexation of polyelectrolytes with pene-
trable objects (such as branched polymers) at molecular level.
For example, dendrimers can be used as nanocontainers to
control the drug delivery and release processes. If the “guest”
molecules are LPE chains, typically DNA, the formed complex
might be interesting for potential biomedical applications. The
penetrable objects do not possess a clearly dened surface and
allow polyelectrolytes to penetrate inside, which leads to a more
complicated local structure. Moreover, the phase transition and
structural properties of the complex accompanying the over-
charging of penetrable objects by polyelectrolytes have not been
clearly addressed yet. Regarding structural phases, several
recent studies have revealed a complex hierarchy of conforma-
tional transition, in nucleation processes of exible24–27 and
semiexible polymers,28 as well as aggregates.29,30 The thermo-
dynamics of polymer adsorption process at so31 and solid
substances32–35 has also been investigated thoroughly.

The investigation of polyelectrolyte brushes is quite chal-
lenging, but their importance for biology and material science
is striking.36–38 The long-range electrostatic interaction within
them brings about a variety of novel properties compared to
polymer layers consisting of end-graed neutral macromole-
cules. Moreover, they can respond to various external and
internal stimuli, such as salt concentration, graing density,
pH, temperature, electric eld, and charge fraction of the chain.
Experimentally, chemists have designed and synthesized a
number of novel polyelectrolyte brush systems with various
specic functions that possess potential for controlling colloid
stability,39 ow regulation,40 and for applications such as smart
sensors.41 In addition, a large number of studies of the theory
for polyelectrolyte brushes were performed to understand their
5088 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 5087–5098
conformational characteristics, interactions, and phase
behavior using scaling predictions42–44 and self-consistent-eld
calculations.45–47 Several publications have reported the inter-
action of SPBs with oppositely charged linear polymers such as
surfactants48,49 and short polyelectrolyte chains.50 However,
much less is known about how to drive the complexation of an
SPB and a single long LPE. The purpose of this work is to study
the complex formation between a long polyelectrolyte chain and
a spherical polyelectrolyte brush (SPB) using coarse-grained
molecular dynamics simulations. The SPB consists of a spher-
ical, solid core and penetrable surface layer of GPEs. For low
graing density or short GPEs, it resembles a hard nanoparticle.
If the graing density is sufficiently high and the GPEs are long
enough, the SPB mimics a so nanoparticle. Here, we system-
atically investigate how the binding properties of the LPE
depend on graing density, core radius, and LPE stiffness.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, the model system and simulation method are
described. Following that, we present our simulation results
and discuss the conformational transition and complexation
properties of the LPE-SPB complex under inuences of core
size, GPE length, LPE rigidity, and graing number in Section 3.
Finally, our conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
2 Model and simulation method

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to study the
conformational behavior of the complex of a spherical poly-
electrolyte brush (SPB) with a long linear polyelectrolyte (LPE)
based on a coarse-grained bead-spring model. The SPB
considered in this work consists of a spherical core uniformly
graed with Ng fully exible polyelectrolyte chains. A GPE chain
contains Ngmmonomers, each of which carries a positive charge
+e. The graing density of the SPB is rg ¼ Ng/4pR

2, where R is
the radius of the core. For xed core radius, we will also use the
graing number Ng to characterize the density of GPE chains.
The LPE includes Nlm ¼ 200 monomers, each with a negative
charge �e. To neutralize the system, monovalent ions are
added; NgmNg anions and Nlm cations are dissociated from the
GPEs and LPE, respectively. All particles are enclosed in a cubic
simulation box with edge lengths L ¼ 250s. The particle
diameter s is chosen to be the same for all particle types.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all three directions.
Our simulation box is large enough to avoid short-range inter-
actions of the LPE with its periodic images.

The short-range interaction between any two nonbonded
particles separated by a distance r is modeled by the truncated-
shied Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential

ULJðrÞ ¼
�
43LJ

h
ðs=rÞ12 � ðs=rÞ6 � ðs=rcÞ12 þ ðs=rcÞ6

i
; r\rc

0; r$ rc

(1)

where 3LJ is the interaction strength, s is the particle diameter
chosen to be the same irrespective of the particle type, and rc is
the cutoff distance beyond which the LJ interaction is ignored.
The cutoff distance is set to be rc ¼ 21/6s, corresponding to a
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013



Fig. 1 Average radius of gyration of (a) the GPEs hRggi and (b) the LPE hRlgi as a
function of the grafting density at kq ¼ 0 and kq ¼ 300k*q. Simulation results were
obtained with R ¼ 7s and Ngm ¼ 20.
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purely repulsive interaction between the particles. In this paper,
s, m, and 3LJ dene the length, mass, and energy units,
respectively. All other units are derived from these basic units,
such as time unit s ¼ (ms2/3LJ)

1/2 and temperature unit T* ¼ 3LJ/
kB (kB is the Boltzmann constant). The GPE and LPE chains are
modeled using a widely utilized, coarse-grained bead-spring
model. Bonded interaction between beads is modeled by the
nitely extendable nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential51

Ubondðriiþ1Þ ¼
�
��

klR0
2=2

�
ln
�
1� riiþ1

2=R0
2
�
; riiþ1\R0

N; riiþ1 $R0

(2)

where rii+1 is the distance between bonded beads. The
maximum bond length is R0 ¼ 1.5s and the spring constant is
given by kl ¼ 303LJ/s

2. The combination of LJ and FENE
potentials ensures that the constituent chains cannot cross
through one another. One endmonomer of each chain from the
SPB is anchored onto the core surface. All particles except the
graed monomers interact repulsively with the core through a
LJ potential with a shied distance of the core radius R

Uwall(r) ¼ ULJ (r � R). (3)

The bending rigidity of the LPE chain is modeled by using
the harmonic angle potential

Uangle(q) ¼ kq(q � q0)
2, (4)

where q is the bond angle and kq is the bond stiffness. The
equilibrium value of the bond angle q0 is set to 180�. A fully
exible chain is mimicked by setting kq ¼ 0, and kq ¼ 300k*q
corresponds to a strong chain stiffness, where k*q ¼ 3LJ/rad

2 is
the chain stiffness unit.

Electrostatic interaction between any two charged particles,
separated by a distance rij and with charge valences Zi and Zj, is
described by the Coulomb potential

Ucoul

�
rij
� ¼ kBTZiZj

lB

rij
; (5)

where the Bjerrum length lB ¼ e2/(4p303rkBT) is the distance at
which the electrostatic energy between two elementary charges
is comparable in magnitude to the thermal energy kBT. We
choose s¼ lB for all simulations. The system resides in implicit
aqueous solvent. Therefore, we choose lB ¼ 0.71 nm and 3r ¼
80.4 for water at room temperature (293 K). The sum of long-
range electrostatic interactions is calculated using the particle–
particle/particle-mesh (PPPM) algorithm, which maps charges
to a 3D mesh and uses fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) to solve
Poisson's equation on the mesh.52

The system temperature is controlled by a Langevin ther-
mostat, which is based on the uctuation–dissipation
theorem.53 In this approach, the motion of each particle is
determined by the following equation

m
dviðtÞ
dt

¼ F i � gmviðtÞ þ Fr
i ðtÞ; (6)

where Fi is the deterministic force acting on particle i from other
particles. All particles have the same mass. The friction coeffi-
cient g is used to control the relaxation rate of the temperature
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
and is related to the viscosity of the solvent. F r
i is a stochastic

force which is sampled from the Gaussian distribution

hF r
i (t)i ¼ 0, hF r

i (t)$F
r
j (t)i ¼ 6mgkBTdijd(t � t0), (7)

where h/i denotes the ensemble average of the function
enclosed and T is the desired temperature. g and T are set to
1.0s�1 and 1.0T*, respectively. The stationary solution of the
Langevin equation corresponds to a Boltzmanndistribution, and
thus the simulation is performed in the canonical NVT
ensemble. The positions and velocities of the particles are
calculated using the velocity-Verlet algorithm.54,55All simulations
are conducted with a time step Dt ¼ 0.008s. Initially, the coun-
terions are randomly dispersed within the simulation region.
The GPE chains stretch normal to the graing surface. The LPE
has an initial extended conformation and keeps a distance of
Ngms + R from the center of the SPB. An equilibrium run of 1 �
106 time steps is rst performed, then followed by a production
run of 2� 106 time steps to obtain the equilibrium properties of
the system. Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out
using the open-source, massively parallel soware LAMMPS.56

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Effect of the graing density

In this section, we study how the graing density inuences the
complexation of the LPE with the SPB. Fig. 1 gives the chain
radius of gyration as a function of the graing number Ng. The
core radius and GPE length are xed at R ¼ 7s and Ngm ¼ 20,
respectively. The mean radius of gyration hRlgi of the LPE shows
a maximum at the smallest Ng studied, Ng ¼ 6 (rg ¼ 0.0097s�2).
With increasing Ng, hRlgi remains approximately constant. This
corresponds to a completely collapsed state of the LPE.
Compared with the exible LPE (kq ¼ 0), the semiexible LPE
with a stiffness kq ¼ 300k*q has a larger value of hRlgi at all
graing numbers or densities. Note that hRlgi of the exible LPE
at Ng ¼ 6 is comparable to the size of the core and is not
signicantly larger than that at higher Ng, which represents a
shrinkage conformation of the exible LPE though for sparse
graing.
Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 5087–5098 | 5089
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To obtain a clear picture of the complexation, Fig. 2 shows
snapshots of LPE-SPB complexes at different graing densities
for the semiexible (Fig. 2a–d) and for the exible LPE
(Fig. 2e–h). We nd that the arms of the SPB hold on to the LPE
due to electrostatic attraction between them which induces
bending of the semiexible LPE. At Ng ¼ 6, the semiexible LPE
chain is in a folded state but does not collapse onto the surface
of the SPB (Fig. 2a). Moreover, the GPEs are also straightened
strongly. As the number of arms increases, the adsorption
energy becomes large enough to entirely overcome the rigidity
of the LPE. The LPE chain wraps around the core and adopts a
solenoid-like conformation. Unlike the case of a bare charged
surface, the LPE chain is not adsorbed on the core surface. The
GPE chains keep it at a signicant distance from the core
surface. Only an end part of graed chains is entangled with the
semiexible LPE. At higher graing densities, such as Ng ¼ 40
(rg ¼ 0.065s�2) and 120 (0.19s�2), not all chains have a direct
contact with the LPE (Fig. 2c and d). Especially atNg¼ 120, most
graed chains adopt an extended conformation perpendicular
to the graing surface. Moreover, a considerable amount of
counterions accumulates within the GPE layer, which has
strong screening effects on electrostatic interactions between
the LPE and the GPE chains. The exible LPE exhibits a coil
conformation and collapses on the core surface even at the
smallest Ng. Additionally, no obvious conformational change is
Fig. 2 Typical simulation snapshots of the LPE-SPB complexes at different grafting
Ng ¼ 6 (rg ¼ 0.0097s�2), 20 (0.032s�2), 40 (0.065s�2) and 120 (0.19s�2), respective
The LPE and GPE chains are shown in green and orange, respectively. Blue and gray
from the LPE and GPE chains are shown in cyan and purple, respectively. All images

5090 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 5087–5098
observed for the exible LPE chain. At Ng ¼ 120, the exible LPE
is entirely embedded into the brush (Fig. 2h).

It is particularly instructive for the understanding of the
complex interplay of LPE charges, GPE charges, and counter-
ions to investigate the average radius of gyration of the GPE
chains as a function of the number of graed chains, hRggi(Ng).
As it can be seen in Fig. 1a, it is minimal, where also hRlgi(Ng)
possesses a minimum (independently of the LPE stiffness). This
means, the low graing density allows the GPEs to optimally
bind to the LPE without inuencing each other too much. The
GPEs effectively behave like exible polymers. If the number
of GPEs is increased, however, the mutual repulsion among the
GPEs increases and they try to avoid each other; their effective
stiffness increases. This behavior is partly compensated by the
counterions. Their density dramatically increases near the
nanoparticle. In effect, whereas hRlgi(Ng) remains almost
constant for larger GPE graing densities, hRggi(Ng) conse-
quently increases because of the effects described. The entire
nanoparticle resembles a brush that accommodates the LPE
completely, if Ng is large enough.

To investigate the wrapping conformation of the LPE around
the core, we introduce the order parameter h by57

h ¼

�����
P
hii

ri;iþ1 � riþ1;iþ2

�����
Ngm

(8)
densities with R ¼ 7s and Ngm ¼ 20. (a)–(d) for the semiflexible LPE correspond to
ly. (e)–(h) for the flexible LPE correspond to the same grafting densities as (a)–(d).
beads represent grafted monomers and spherical core, respectively. Counterions
of conformations shown throughout the paper were generated by using VMD.60
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where ri,i+1 is the unit bond vector between monomers i and
i + 1. When the LPE wraps orderly around the core, the direction
of each vector product between ri,i+1 and its adjacent vector is
nearly parallel to the helical axis of the LPE chain. In our
previous studies, it was found that misfolded conformations are
formed at h < 0.05.58 Wrapping conformations of the exible
LPE are typically disordered, but some possess an interesting
characteristic shape. For example, a corolla structure is repre-
sentative in cases of long graed chains (Fig. 8g and h), but such
structures cannot suitably be characterized quantitatively by
using h.

For the semiexible LPE, the dependence of h on the number
of graed chains Ng is shown in Fig. 3. For lowest Ng, the order
parameter has a very small value because of the presence of two
long end segments of the LPE, which are not complexed with
the GPEs. By increasing Ng, the ordering degree of the LPE
around the core is largely improved, then followed by a
decrease. Increasing h leads to the formation of an ordered
structure with an increased number of wrapping turns that
resembles a solenoid. For GPE lengths 10 # Ngm # 40, all or
most graed chains are bound to the LPE, which is in a fully
collapsed state (Fig. 1b). The semiexible LPE maintains the
solenoid-like conformation. However, we nd that, by further
increasing the number of graed chains to larger values Ng > 80
(rg ¼ 0.13s�2), the conformation of the LPE has a signicant
dependence on its initial conformations. This means that the
simulation got trapped in a local minimum of the free-energy
landscape and a reasonable analysis breaks down. The reason is
that at large graing densities, the interchain separation is
decreased considerably while the charge distribution in the
brush layer becomes dense. Moreover, the SPB carries a much
higher amount of charges than the LPE. The number of graed
chains bound to the LPE increases largely though the number of
absorbed monomers from each graed chain is reduced. The
increased number of GPE chains, which complex to the LPE,
causes a strong conformational restraint. Additionally, stronger
repulsive interactions in the dense brush layer promote the
stretching of graed chains. Moreover, the dense arrangement
of graed chains also limits the movement of the LPE. As a
consequence, when the LPE with a different initial conforma-
tion is trapped in the denser brush layer, more residues from
Fig. 3 Ordering parameter h of the semiflexible LPE around the core as a
function of the grafting density at R ¼ 7s and Ngm ¼ 20.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
the initial conformation are almost immobile due to strong
electrostatic attraction and entropic constraints.

3.2 Core radius dependence

Fig. 4 shows the radius of gyration of the LPE and GPE chains
hRlgi and hRggi, respectively, as a function of the core radius R
for Ng ¼ 15 graed chains with length Ngm ¼ 20 each. As
expected, hRlgi increases almost linearly with larger core radii
(Fig. 4b). At the smallest radius R ¼ 2s, the LPE chain is
condensed signicantly. Conversely, the GPE chains are not
most compact. In fact, hRggi has a larger value compared to the
cases of larger core radius such as R¼ 7s (Fig. 4a). In particular,
for semiexible LPE hRggi reaches a maximum value at R¼ 2s in
the range of the studied parameter interval. Obviously, very high
bending energy due to strong shrinkage of the LPE leads to the
straightening of graed chains. At small R, the reduction of
hRggi upon increasing the core radius is caused by the release
of bending energy of the LPE, which corresponds to an increase
of hRlgi. When hRggi decreases to a minimum value, a further
increase of the core radius leads to a growing radius of gyration
of graed chains. Because the number of graed chains is
constant, increasing the core radius results in a larger separa-
tion between graing points. Therefore, the probability of
contacts between the LPE and GPE chains drops, especially at
large core radius. The reduced degree of complexation brings
about an increased average radius of gyration of graed chains.
The free GPEs (not complexed to the LPE) adopt stretched
conformations due to electrostatic repulsion between charged
monomers. We will discuss the degree of LPE–GPE complexa-
tion in more detail below. Furthermore, the effect of the
bending energy of the LPE on hRggi becomes weak as the core
radius increases. It can be veried from the decreased differ-
ence of hRggi for cases of semiexible and exible LPE chains.
This also means that the core radius as a parameter starts to
become dominant in controlling the conformational behavior
of the LPE. Similarly, one can observe that the radius of gyration
of the semiexible LPE and that of the exible LPE approach
each other when the core radius becomes larger.

Snapshots of the LPE-SPB complex at different core radius
are shown in Fig. 5. At the largest core radius studied, R ¼ 21s,
Fig. 4 Average radius of gyration of (a) the GPEs hRggi and (b) the LPE hRlgi as a
function of the core radius at kq ¼ 0 and kq ¼ 300k*q. Simulation results were
obtained with Ng ¼ 15 and Ngm ¼ 20.

Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 5087–5098 | 5091



Fig. 5 Typical simulation snapshots of the LPE-SPB complexes at different core radius with Ng¼ 15 and Ngm¼ 20. (a)–(e) for the semiflexible LPE correspond to R¼ 2s,
4.5s, 7s, 10s and 21s, respectively. (f)–(j) for the flexible LPE correspond to the same core radius as (a)–(e).
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some graed chains are not entangled with the LPE due to the
increase of the separation between graing points (Fig. 5e and
j), that is, the probability of contact between the LPE and GPE
chains is reduced as discussed above. Clearly, the semiexible
LPE adopts a similar conformation as the exible LPE and
clings onto the core surface. Additionally, the local coil-like
structures in the conformation of the exible LPE disappear at
R ¼ 21s and the GPEs which entangle with the LPE also adopt
an extended conformation. At R ¼ 2s, the graed chains are
straightened by the tension from the condensed semiexible
LPE (Fig. 5a). Unlike the semiexible chain, the exible LPE
forms a compact aggregate (Fig. 5f). At intermediate core radius,
the exible LPE is collapsed on the core surface and adopts a
randomly coiled structure at the local scale (Fig. 5g–i), while
increased stiffness leads to a well-dened wrapped conforma-
tion (Fig. 5b–d).

Fig. 6 shows that there is a larger ordering degree for the
semiexible LPE at intermediate core radius. At R ¼ 21s, the
ordered wrapping of the LPE around the core is damaged.
Nevertheless, the intrinsic stiffness and curvature core radius
force the stiffer polyelectrolyte to adopt a solenoid-like
Fig. 6 Dependence of the ordering parameter h of the semiflexible LPE on the
core radius R for Ng ¼ 15 and Ngm ¼ 20.

5092 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 5087–5098
conformation when the core becomes sufficiently large.14 As
observed in Fig. 5e, the LPE is bound to nearby graing sites,
which due to their low density cause a more favorable “S”
conformation. At the intermediate radius R ¼ 7s, two turns of
the LPE binding to the GPE tails and wrapping orderly around
the core are found (Fig. 5c). When the core radius is reduced to
R ¼ 2s, the LPE is highly coiled and located in the plane of its
coil conformation. Moreover, the graed chains are also
conned and stretched in the plane. The LPE chain does not
exhibit a typical wrapping conformation, and it can form a knot
near the core.

To gain a further understanding of the effect of the core
radius on the LPE structure, we plot the density distribution
function P(r) of the LPE monomers along the radial direction of
the core for different core radius in Fig. 7. The peak of P(r)
increases with the core radius. At R ¼ 21s, the peak becomes
very pronounced and its location is closer to the core surface,
which indicates that most LPE segments are distributed near
Fig. 7 Distribution function P(r) of monomers for (a) the semiflexible LPE and (b)
the flexible LPE along the radial direction of the core at different R for Ng¼ 15 and
Ngm ¼ 20. The vertical lines represent the position of the core surface.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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the surface. At R¼ 2s, the slight second peak for the exible LPE
represents a packaging behavior of monomers around the core.
When R # 10s, the distribution prole for the semiexible LPE
contracts as the core radius increases, but its outside (right in
this gure) border does not shi signicantly. From Fig. 5d to a,
we nd that the stiffer LPE is strongly “compressed” in a plane if
R decreases. However, the largest peripheral size is less inu-
enced in the range of R# 10s. Instead, the conformation of GPE
chains is largely changed (Fig. 4a).
Fig. 9 Average radius of gyration of the LPE hRlgi and GPE chains hRggi as a
function of the GPE length for two cases (a) NgmNg ¼ 300 and (b) Ng ¼ 40. The
core radius is fixed at R ¼ 7s.
3.3 Effect of the GPE length

The change of the length of graed chains can inuence the
conformational behavior of the LPE signicantly. As shown in
Fig. 8, increasing Ngm leads to the detachment of the LPE from
the core surface. Here, we limit the total charge of SPB to a xed
value NgmNg ¼ 300. In particular, the semiexible LPE chain
swells considerably for cases of long GPE chains Ngm ¼ 30 and
50 (Fig. 8c and d). When the number of monomers for each GPE
is reduced to much smaller values (Ngm ¼ 1, 5 in Fig. 8a, b, e
and f), the exible and semiexible LPEs are adsorbed close to
the core surface. In the extreme case Ngm ¼ 1, a highly ordered
structure of the semiexible LPE wraps around the core
(Fig. 8a), which resembles a single nucleosome.4 The tails of the
long graed chains are bent by the tight binding to the semi-
exible LPE (Fig. 8d). The deected part of graed chains
(namely the chain segment adsorbed on the LPE) is still in an
extended state, and the non-adsorbed segment is also
straightened. Note that two ends of the semiexible LPE are not
bent. In contrast, the end segments of graed chains which are
entangled on the ends of the LPE, adopt the extended confor-
mation of end segments of the LPE. In the case of the exible
LPE, not all graed chains are in contact with the LPE, because
of the tight wrapping of the LPE by GPE chains, which repel
each other (Fig. 8g and h). At the same graing density, such
phenomenon is not observed in the case of the stiffer LPE. The
Fig. 8 Snapshots of the LPE-SPB complex at different GPE length and with the fixed
the semiflexible LPE correspond to Ngm ¼ 1, 5, 30 and 50, respectively. (e)–(h) for t
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more extended conformation of the semiexible LPE results in
an incomplete complexation with graed chains (only a fraction
of GPE monomers binds to the LPE) and also makes graed
chains more easily approach the LPE. When the length of GPE
chains increases and becomes much larger than the size of the
core, the brush assumes a star-like shape. Therefore, the
increase in the length of GPE chains promotes a change in
shape of the nanoparticle from a solid charged sphere via a
polyelectrolyte brush to a star-like polyelectrolyte. In the pres-
ence of brush structure, both the radius of the core and the
characteristics of graed layer will become important in deter-
mining the conformational behavior of the LPE.

In Fig. 9a, we give the radius of gyration of the LPE and GPE
chains as a function of the GPE length at NgmNg ¼ 300.
Undoubtedly, hRggi and hRlgi increase with the GPE length. They
are larger in the case of the stiffer chain and show a linear
dependence on Ngm. Additionally, it should be noted that hRlgi
of the exible LPE converges to a constant value for Ngm > 30.
total number of GPE monomers NgmNg ¼ 300 and core radius R ¼ 7s. (a)–(d) for
he flexible LPE correspond to the same GPE length as (a)–(d).
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Further, Fig. 9b shows hRggi and hRlgi as a function of the GPE
length but at a constant graing number Ng ¼ 40. It is found
that hRggi depends linearly on Ngm and is insensitive to the LPE
stiffness. A maximum value of Rlg occurs in the case of bare
surface (Ngm ¼ 1) with low amount of surface charges. This
corresponds to an extended chain conformation as shown in
Fig. 10a and d. One can observe that the middle segment of the
semiexible LPE is slightly bent (Fig. 10a). In the exible case,
only a segment of the LPE adsorbs to the nanoparticle, because
few surface charges are available for binding (Fig. 10d). When
increasing the GPE length to Ngm ¼ 5, the LPE undergoes a
collapse transition and most monomers are conned in the
vicinity of the core (Fig. 10b and e). Two short tails of the
semiexible LPE, which are not complexed with the graed
chains, are present in straight conformation (Fig. 10b). Further
increasing the GPE length leads to the release of bending energy
of the semiexible LPE and a more extended conformation is
observed (Fig. 10c). Such behavior is not obvious for the exible
LPE (Fig. 10f and 9b). At Ngm ¼ 50, the exible LPE wraps
around the core in a random corolla structure. This character-
istic conformation differs from the conformation of the exible
LPE at Ngm ¼ 5 in that the LPE randomly winds around the
entire surface (Fig. 10e). It indicates that the chain motion of
Fig. 10 Simulation snapshots of the complex of the LPE with the SPB for
different GPE length: (a) Ngm ¼ 1, (b) 5, and (c) 50 for the semiflexible LPE; (d)
Ngm ¼ 1, (e) 5, and (f) 50 for the flexible LPE. The grafting number is Ng ¼ 40, and
the core radius is R ¼ 7s.
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the LPE is hindered by long graed chains. Unlike the exible
LPE, the semiexible chain adopts a crossing shape and has an
average size in its plane comparable to the SPB. Additionally,
one can note that the semiexible LPE does not wrap around
the core but rather locates at its side, and the crossing point of
the LPE is close to the core (Fig. 10c). It is clear that the number
of accessible graed chains for the LPE is sufficient so that there
are many graed chains which do not complex to the LPE and
freely extend in solution.

Fig. 11 shows the ordering parameter of the semiexible LPE
as a function of the GPE length at two different cases of NgmNg¼
300 and Ng ¼ 40. At NgmNg ¼ 300, increasing Ngm results in a
decreased ordering degree. As shown in Fig. 8a, when the SPB
degenerates to the charged sphere, the semiexible LPE is in a
highly ordered wrapping state. At the xed graing number
Ng ¼ 40, a high ordering density is observed in a range of Ngm ¼
5 to 15. For short GPE chains, the incomplete wrapping of the
semiexible LPE leads to low ordering degree. When the GPE
becomes longer, the LPE does not exhibit a well-dened wrap-
ping conformation.
3.4 Complexation degree

In the preceding sections we studied the conformational
behavior of the complex at different system parameters. In this
section, we address the effects of the graing density, GPE
length, core radius and LPE stiffness on the complexation
degree of the LPE with the GPEs. To quantitatively study the
complexation degree between the LPE and graed chains, we
calculate the ratio c ¼ hNadsi/Nlm where hNadsi denotes the
average number of GPE monomers which are in contact with
the LPE. hNadsi can be obtained by counting all monomers of
graed chains within a sphere centered at the center of mass of
each LPE monomer and with the cutoff radius rc ¼ 1.5s. Each
monomer of a graed chain is counted only once.

Fig. 12 shows the complexation degree as a function of Ng.
For cases of low graing densities, there are more non-com-
plexed LPE monomers due to less monomers of graed chains.
Therefore, a larger number of graed chains Ng will promote a
rapid complexation. By increasing the graing density further, a
relatively slow increase of c is observed in the case of the
Fig. 11 Effect of the GPE length on the ordering parameter h of the semiflexible
LPE wrapping around the core for two different cases: NgmNg ¼ 300 and Ng ¼ 40.
The core radius is fixed at R ¼ 7s.
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Fig. 12 Complexation degree c of the LPE with the GPE chains as a function of
the grafting number with Ngm ¼ 20 and R ¼ 7s.
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semiexible LPE. This indicates that a signicant amount of
LPE monomers are neutralized by monomers of graed chains.
Moreover, counterion condensation in the brush layer becomes
also stronger. This suppresses the binding of graed chains to
the LPE. However, for the exible LPE, the complexation degree
decreases at Ng > 5 and then increases when Ng > 60. At Ngz 15,
the exible LPE has already reached a high complexation with
graed chains. Instead, further increasing the graing density
leads to a decrease of c. The complexation degree is enhanced
at higher graing densities. It is believed that the higher density
of GPE monomers, which enhances the probability of contacts
with LPE monomers, contributes to this increase of c.

The complexation degree as a function of the GPE length at
NgmNg ¼ 300 is presented in Fig. 13a. In the case of bare core
surface, the complexation degree shows a small difference for
exible and semiexible LPE chains. High surface charge
density strongly connes the LPE to the core surface, which
corresponds to more contacts with surface particles. For long
GPE chains with Ngm ¼ 50, the complexation degree for the
exible LPE is almost equal to that for the semiexible LPE and
also becomes larger compared to shorter GPE chains. This
indicates that long graed chains are more supportive of
complexation. If longer GPE chains are graed to the core, the
Fig. 13 Dependence of the complexation degree c on the GPE length for (a)
NgmNg ¼ 300 and (b) Ng ¼ 40 with R ¼ 7s.
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number of graed chains is decreased (such as Ngm $ 100 and
Ng# 3). The core has almost no effect anymore because the GPE
length is much larger than the core size. Additionally, there are
only few GPEs graed on the core surface, and the LPE length is
comparable to the GPE length. Therefore, complex formation
between the LPE and GPE chains becomes simple for this case,
which is similar to the aggregation of two oppositely charged
polyelectrolytes.59 The semiexible LPE adopts an entirely
extended conformation. It is found that a minimum value
appears for relatively short GPE. In cases of shorter GPE, such as
Ngm < 10 at kq ¼ 300k*q and Ngm < 5 for the exible LPE,
increasing the GPE length weakens the interchain complexa-
tion. One can speculate that in this range, many short GPE
chains can hardly reach the LPE. Apart from the bare surface
and Ngm¼ 50, the LPE rigidity starts to play an important role in
controlling the complexation degree. Fig. 13 clearly illustrates
that at intermediate GPE length the complexation is much
stronger for the exible LPE.

The dependence of the complexation degree on the GPE
length for xed number of graed chains Ng ¼ 40 is shown in
Fig. 13b. At Ngm ¼ 1 the complexation degree is nearly zero
because of rare surface charges, though a long segment of the
exible LPE is wrapped around the core (Fig. 10d). A remarkable
increase of the complexation degree occurs at Ngm < 10. For
Ngm > 10, a plateau value for the exible LPE is reached (about
0.75). We nd that the conformation of the exible LPE is
affected weakly by the GPE length ifNgm > 20. It adopts a corolla-
like conformation wrapped near the core similar to the case of
Ngm ¼ 50 (Fig. 10f). The discrepancy is reduced signicantly as
Ngm approaches to Ngm ¼ 40. When Ngm is larger than 40, the
swelling semiexible LPE has a higher complexation degree
with long GPE chains.

The relation between the complexation degree and the core
radius is illustrated in Fig. 14. At R ¼ 2s, there is a strong
complexation of the exible LPE with GPEs. At 4.5s < R < 10s,
the exible LPE and most GPE chains twist together and
the change of the spacing between graing sites induced by the
core radius does not inuence c. However, in this range of R the
complexation degree for the stiffer LPE becomes larger upon
increasing the core radius. Decreasing the core radius leads to
the increase of charged monomer density within the so
Fig. 14 Complexation degree c as a function of the core radius at Ng ¼ 15 and
Ngm ¼ 20.
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nanoparticle. Meanwhile, the stiffer LPE is also contracted. To
balance out the chain bending energy, the electrostatic attrac-
tive energy also increases. Interestingly, the complexation
degree is reduced. This cannot be explained from a viewpoint of
energetics. For the semiexible LPE, the complexation degree
which is calculated in a short range does not represent the
magnitude of electrostatic attraction between the LPE and GPE
chains due to the long-range behavior of electrostatic force. The
decrease of the complexation degree is mainly related to an
enhanced release of the LPE from the GPE arms with decreasing
the core radius. Considering these factors, the complexation is
weakened when the core radius decreases up to Rz 4.5s in the
present set of parameters. However, a further decrease of the
core radius, such as R ¼ 2s, induces a larger complexation
degree. From Fig. 5a, we observe that the conformational energy
is minimum, if the complex adopts a planar conformation. Due
to the two-dimensional restriction in the conguration, there
are more opportunities for forming contacts between the LPE
and GPE layer. When the core radius exceeds R > 10s, a
signicant drop of c is observed irrespective of the chain
rigidity. This indicates that the core radius becomes large
enough that the LPE bound to neighboring GPEs is out of reach
for some graed chains.
4 Conclusions

Bymeans of extensive molecular dynamics simulations, we have
systematically investigated the physisorption and complex
formation of a negatively charged long polyelectrolyte with a
so nanoparticle in implicit solvent. The nanoparticle is
composed of an impenetrable solid spherical core and a layer of
exible, positively charged polyelectrolytes uniformly graed to
the core. In our coarse-grainedmodel, complex formation of the
long polyelectrolyte (LPE) with the graed polyelectrolytes
(GPEs) is governed by electrostatic interaction between all
charges (including counterions that ensure neutrality of the
entire system), as well as by van der Waals forces. The main goal
of this study was to nd out how system parameters such as the
bending rigidity of the LPE, the density and the lengths of the
GPEs, and the core radius inuence the formation and shape of
LPE–nanoparticle complexes.

The main conclusions are:
� Effect of graing density. For xed core radius and GPE

length, the LPE–GPE complex is particularly compact, if the
number of GPEs is sufficiently large to bind the LPE close to the
core surface. On the other hand, if the GPE layer is too dense,
electrostatic repulsion of the GPEs that needs to be compen-
sated by the accommodation of counterions effectively pushes
the LPE away from the core surface. An optimal graing density
exists for the exible as well as for the semiexible LPE. As
expected, the semiexible LPE wraps around the nanoparticle
in a more ordered way than the exible LPE. However, it is quite
interesting that the conformation of the semiexible LPE is
highly ordered, if the LPE and the GPEs are most compact
(according to their radii of gyration), i.e., there is a correlation
between optimal graing density, maximum compactness of
GPEs and LPE, and highest order degree of the LPE.
5096 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 5087–5098
� Effect of core radius. If the core radius is changed, but all
other parameters are kept constant, the most interesting
consequence is that the LPE chooses different strategies to
optimize the binding to the nanoparticle. It wraps the nano-
particle in layers, if the core radius is small enough such that
the graing density of the GPEs is high and the LPE is much
longer than the circumference of the core. Contrary, for suffi-
ciently large core radii, the effective GPE graing density is
dilute and the comparatively short LPE is literally forced to
effectively physisorp to the core by forming an “S” shape
conformation.

� Effect of graing density vs. number of GPEs. Another
interesting case is to keep the total number of GPE monomers
constant, but to equally change the GPE graing density and the
GPE length. In the extreme case of a single-monomer GPE, the
core surface possesses a uniform pattern, which is attractive for
the LPE. A maximum contact number between LPE and GPE
monomers can be achieved in a very orderly fashion, although
looking differently, for both the exible and the semiexible
LPE. Only in this case, the LPE–nanoparticle complex resembles
a DNA–histone complex. For long but few GPEs, the exible LPE
forms a corona-like shape. Since all LPE charges are saturated
by contacts with GPE charges, this is also the minimally
compact conformation for the exible LPE, i.e., increasing the
GPE length does not lead to an increase of the radius of gyration
of the exible LPE anymore. This is different for the semiexible
LPE, which is effectively pushed away from the core, if the GPE
length is increased (GPE and LPE gyration radii are highly
correlated with each other in this case).

� Effect of GPE length. If only the GPE length is changed, the
effect is comparable to the above discussed case of changing the
graing density. For sufficiently long GPEs, the nanoparticle
looks like a star-like brush. The local GPE density is so high that
the GPE “tentacles” strongly repel each other and point away
from the core surface, virtually in the direction of the normal
surface vector. The repulsion is partly compensated by the
binding of the LPE, which penetrates into the brush, and partly
by an increased number of counterions that “condensate” in the
brush. The semiexible LPE does not even recognize the
spherical shape of the nanoparticle anymore, as the GPEs bend
it away from the core. If the GPEs are very short and the density
low, the LPE bind only incompletely to the nanoparticle, in
which case the complex is weak, i.e., the number of LPE–GPE
contacts is small.

These ndings are relevant for the design of so nano-
particles, as we have shown that the strength of the binding
between LPEs and GPEs can be controlled by the geometric
parameters of the system. A rather weak binding is certainly
preferential, if the nanoparticle acts as a transporter of an LPE
that has to be released at its destination. Strong binding is
desirable, if the nanoparticle is supposed to remove LPEs from
an environment. This can be a dedicated “garbage collector” or
a nanodevice that functions as a sensor. Our study is a rst step
to a systematic understanding of the conformational properties
of LPE–GPE complexes. Future studies may complement this by
thermodynamic analyses of the inuence of changes in envi-
ronmental parameters such as temperature and pressure upon
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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structural transitions leading to creation or dissolution of such
a complex. We hope that the features we predict on the basis of
our coarse-grained approach motivate an experimental
verication.
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